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I. INTRODUCTION
The innovations of the new U.K. and U.S. merger guidelines released last year have
excited many economists. On the one hand, they apply in nearly as broad a range of merger
contexts as traditional market definition and HHI-based approaches do. On the other hand, they
incorporate the explicit economic grounding in the logic of differentiated products competition
enjoyed by merger simulation. Furthermore, the core intuition behind the guidelines, as clearly
exposited by Farrell and Shapiro,2 is simple and transparent. It can be explained as follows:
If Crest merges with Colgate, Crest must consider that every time it sells a tube of
toothpaste there is a partial tube of Colgate that will go unsold as a result of an
additional sale of Crest. Thus, post-merger the mark-up that would have been
earned on the unsold partial tube is a new opportunity cost of selling Crest. This
will encourage Crest to raise its price(s).
This logic indicates that in reviewing a hypothetical merger both the diversion ratios
between the products (e.g., the fraction of a tube of Colgate lost when an extra tube of Crest is
sold) and the firms’ mark-ups over marginal cost are important. The product of the diversion
ratio and the mark-up is referred to as the “Upward Pricing Pressure” (UPP).
Despite the clear intuition behind UPP, a number of objections have been raised against
its use in merger analysis. First, Coate and Simons3 argued that, unlike market definition,
traditional UPP-based approaches rely on the assumptions that firms have constant marginal
costs and take other firms’ prices as given in a static Nash-in-prices (differentiated Bertrand)
equilibrium. Second, Schmalensee,4 Hausman et al.,5 and Carlton6 have argued that the UPP
approach can predict only the direction, rather than the magnitude, of price changes, and that
even directional predictions require assumptions about “default efficiencies” to avoid flagging
every horizontal merger as anticompetitive. Finally, Carlton7 pointed out that even if quantitative
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predictions could be obtained, the aggregation of these predictions into a single welfare number
may be difficult, especially when not all effects on consumer welfare come directly from
changes in prices. While some of these concerns apply to nearly all alternative approaches, they
still offer opportunities for improvement.
Following the ecumenical spirit of the new guidelines (Shapiro),8 we have recently
written an academic paper, The First-Order Approach to Merger Analysis, that builds on the
UPP “first-order” approach pioneered by Shapiro,9 Werden,10 Froeb et al.,11 and Walters12 by
incorporating into it key advantages of market definition and merger simulation. This allows us
to address the critiques discussed above without abandoning the spirit of the first-order approach.
In particular, we establish conditions under which the impact of a merger on consumer welfare
can be approximated in the form
ΔCS ≈ − g T ⋅ ρ ⋅ Q .

(1)

Here Q is the pre-merger quantity vector, and ρ and g are respectively the merger passthrough matrix and the generalized pricing pressure (GePP) vector, both of which we discuss
below. This approximation is valid when g is not too large, as in most mergers requiring
detailed quantitative static price analysis, and ρ is not too curved, a necessary condition for
quantitative approximation (say from merger simulation) based on pre-merger data to be valid.
II. GEPP
GePP generalizes UPP—to which it is equivalent in the presence of Bertrand conduct and
constant marginal costs—by making two critical changes.
First, in GePP, the diversion ratio is not computed holding fixed the prices of all other
goods but rather holding fixed the price of the merger partner’s good and allowing all other
prices to adjust as the merging firms would expect them to in equilibrium. Under Bertrand
conduct, these other prices do not adjust at all, but under Cournot conduct or some form of
conjectural variations firms may expect “accommodating reactions” from their competitors. In
this case, the diversion ratio relevant in GePP is likely to be larger than under Bertrand, as we
discuss below.
Compared with UPP, the GePP diversion ratio is easier to apply in practice, as it does
not require holding fixed other firms’ prices. In particular, it may be applied to solution concepts,
such as the Bresnahan13 model of consistent conjectures, under which, unlike under Bertrand
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conduct, the relevant elasticities of demand can be estimated with only instruments for the
pricing behavior of the two merging firms (Baker & Bresnahan).14
Second, an additional term is added in GePP that does not appear in UPP, as it is zero
under Bertrand conduct. For firm i, this term is:
1 1
− pi  −  ,
 ηi ε i 

(2)

where p i is firm i’s price, η i is the elasticity of firm i’s demand when its merger partner’s price
adjusts as expected, and ε i is firm i’s demand elasticity holding its merger partner’s price fixed.15
To the extent that other firms are expected to accommodate a price increase (by also raising
prices), ε i will typically exceed η i (demand is more elastic without accommodation). Thus, UPP
is partially offset because the merger raises the effective elasticity of demand by ending
accommodating reactions. Estimates of pre-merger accommodating reactions could either be
based on data from the industry or information from industry experts, or on internal documents
indicating the firms’ expectations about rivals’ reactions to price changes combined with an
assumption that those expectations are correct.
Note that when the effect (2) is strongest the GePP diversion ratio is also likely to be
large relative to the Bertrand diversion ratio: Accommodating reactions by competitors raise the
diversion ratio by increasing sales absorbed by the merger partner and decreasing those lost by
the firm considering a marginal sale. Thus, the offset from the end of the merging partner’s
accommodating reactions may be partly or even fully counteracted by the (larger) GePP
diversion ratio, so that the total value of GePP may not diverge too greatly from that of UPP. In
our paper we show a formal example of these offsetting effects in a symmetric industry. Thus the
ease of estimating GePP under a solution concept such as consistent conjectures may be valuable
even if one believes Bertrand behavior is a good model of industry conduct.
III. MERGER PASS-THROUGH
The pass-through rate refers to the rate at which changes in marginal cost are converted
into changes in prices. Intuitively, a pass-through rate factor is needed to convert the opportunity
costs associated with pricing pressure into actual price changes.
The merger pass-through rate, the rate at which GePP is converted into price changes, is a
mixture of the pre-merger and post-merger pass-through rates. Merger pass-through is likely to
be close, under the same conditions that our price change approximation is valid, to pre-merger
pass-through as well as, under more specific circumstances, post-merger pass-through. Thus, our
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work reconciles some of the disagreement on whether pre-merger (Farrell and Shapiro16) or postmerger (Froeb et al.17) pass-through should be used for first-order merger analysis.
We show how merger pass-through can sometimes be identified precisely from premerger pass-through rates, which, as we discuss below, can in turn be calibrated using empirical
data from similar industries and intuitions from theoretical work.
IV. WEIGHTING BY QUANTITIES
In Equation (1) the predicted price changes g T ρ are multiplied by quantities Q . By
putting more weight on price changes of widely-purchased goods, this aggregates multiple price
changes into a single consumer surplus statistic.18 This statistic provides a compelling normative
basis for analysis and may be normalized (as any price index) into unit free terms by dividing by
the current aggregate value of trade in the industry P T Q . Also, by adding additional terms to (1),
one could easily incorporate non-price effects, such as changes in quality or network size (in
markets with consumption externalities) that are not typically comparable to price changes.19
V. IMPLICATIONS FOR MERGER ANALYSIS
Our findings suggest five important considerations for future revisions of merger
guidelines.
1. The diversion ratio relevant to pricing pressure is the fraction of sales diverted from
product B to A when the price of A rises by a small amount, the price of B stays fixed, and
all other prices adjust as the firm anticipates they will. Using this diversion ratio does not
require excessive mathematical formalism and may be empirically simpler than using the
Bertrand diversion ratio.
2. As Farrell and Shapiro20 suggest, future guidelines may consider that pre-existing
accommodating reactions partially offset UPP.
3. Since multiple price changes can be aggregated into a single consumer surplus statistic,
the analytic approach in the guidelines may be explicitly extended to the case of multiproduct firms.
4. Pass-through, which is not explicitly discussed in the current guidelines, plays an
important role in predicting price changes as emphasized also by Farrell and Shapiro.21
While measuring pass-through precisely can be quite complicated, calibrating intuitions
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about its general range may be feasible.22 Further empirical work on the measurement of
pass-through rates would be valuable.
5. Measuring the short-term unilateral price effects of a merger in terms of consumer
surplus allows price-effect analysis to be integrated with the analysis of other potential
effects of the merger, such as coordinated effects, changes in product characteristics,
efficiencies, network effects, or entry.23
CONCLUSION
Our work extends existing first-order approaches to merger analysis to provide
quantitative estimates of price and consumer surplus changes. We hope that future work further
develops this important intersection between merger policy and price theory; such work could
benefit both policy and research.
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